rice to reach its yield potential. There have been many more studies on the factors underlying yield variability
procedure successfully identified stable, physically meaningful clusters yield correlations were statistically significant although with recognizable spatial and temporal structure. Thus, the randomizathe coefficients of determination were fairly low. Lamb tion procedure may present an attractive alternative to fuzzy clusteret al. (1996, 1997) observed similar results in a 6-yr se- field. After separating the short-and long-range components of variability using median polish, they used variography to describe the short-range variability and vi-R ice (Oryza sativa L.) is one of the world's most sual inspection of the median polish surfaces to describe important staple crops. Development of effective the long-range effects. Visual inspection of map overlays site-specific management (SSM) techniques for rice proof the data provided more useful information than corduction could have a significant impact on world food relation analysis of yield and yield-influencing factors. production (Cassman, 1999) . Successful implementation Jaynes et al. (2003) analyzed data from six corn years of SSM requires an understanding of the spatial variabilof a corn-soybean rotation in an Iowa field. Their work ity of biotic and abiotic factors that influence crop peris further described below. formance, knowledge that currently is often unavailable.
The fundamental difficulty in studying yield-influencThis knowledge gap is one of the key limiting factors ing factors in commercial fields is the complexity of the to the adoption of SSM in agricultural systems. The phenomena. Environmental factors that influence crop modern technologies associated with precision agriculgrowth and development may be relatively permanent, ture provide an opportunity to more precisely measure such as soil properties, or they may be transient, such yield variability and the ecological processes underlying as pest populations. Interaction with climatic factors it and to begin to close this knowledge gap.
may cause an environmental factor to increase yield in There have been a few recent studies exploring in a one year and decrease it in the next. For example, Porter spatial context the factors underlying yield variability et al. (1998) found that the relative yields of different in rice. Dobermann (1994) used multivariate statistics plots in a corn-soybean experiment varied depending to analyze within-field variability in Russian rice fields.
on seasonal climatic conditions. One way to reduce this Casanova et al. (1999) used multiple regression and the complexity is to attempt to organize the field into subboundary-line method to study limits on the ability of regions with similar spatiotemporal behavior. Several researchers have used cluster analysis in an effort to accomplish this. Lark and Stafford (1997) used fuzzy and Dubes, 1984) to identify clusters of similar spatioinitial one. Thus, as the tree grows, the identification of additional predictive factors becomes increasingly diffitemporal behavior in a study of two four-crop rotation fields in California. Jaynes et al. (2003) employed the cult. Walters et al. (1999) , studying models to predict medical outcomes, found that when the relationship bek-means technique to identify yield clusters. They then used multivariate statistical methods to characterize the tween the predictor and response variables was a linear one, linear regression analysis was adequate. However, factors underlying differences in yield between these clusters. They found that cluster analysis identified zones when nonlinear relationship existed, CART or artificial neural networks yielded better models. of different topographical environments, and multiple discriminant analysis identified relationships between
In an earlier paper (Roel and Plant, 2004) , we examined sequences of yield map data collected in two Caliyield-influencing factors. Dobermann et al. (2003) compared several different classification methods for analyfornia rice fields between 1998 and 2001. These data sets were collected as a part of the commercial harvesting sis of yield data from irrigated cornfields. Plant et al. (1999) used tree-structured regression process, and one of the objectives of the first paper was to determine whether they were of sufficient quality for (TSR) to divide a wheat field into segments and then applied linear regression to these segments. Tree-strucscientific use. Data from the 2001 harvest in one field were discarded as a result of this analysis, leaving one tured regression is a component of a class of algorithms called classification and regression trees (CART) (Brei-4-yr sequence and one 3-yr sequence. Median polish (Emerson and Hoaglin, 1983 ) was used to extract yield man et al., 1984) . CART is a nonparametric statistical method that recursively partitions the multidimensional trends from each year's data set, and k-means clustering was used to organize each sequence of median polish space defined by the explanatory variables into subsets that are as homogeneous as possible in terms of the data into clusters. During the 4 yr in which yield data were collected from these fields, other data that might values of the response variable. Unlike parametric models, which are intended to uncover a single dominant help in identifying the factors underlying yield variability were collected as well. In the present paper, we structure in data, CART is designed to work with data that might have multiple structures. Buchleiter and Brofurther develop the clustering methodology and to use CART to analyze these data. Our primary objectives dahl (2001) used CART to identify the factors underlying grain yield spatial variability. De'ath and Fabricius are methodological. Specifically, our goal is the development of effective methods for exploratory analysis of (2000) present several examples of the application of CART analysis to ecological data. CART is now an data sets consisting of georeferenced, high-spatial-precision yield data together with spatially extensive edaphic established method in medical diagnosis (e.g., Goldman et al., 1998) and has found applications in meteorology data, with the objective of gaining insight into the factors underlying yield spatial variability. We develop and test (Burrows, 1991) , plant pathology (Baker, 1993) , wildlife management (Grubb and King, 1991) , species distribua randomization method based on k-means clustering for organizing yield data into clusters. We then test tions (Vayssieres et al., 2000) , soil regionalization (Mertens et al., 2002) , and other fields with complex, multi-CART for effectiveness in providing information on the factors underlying observed yield variability and variate data. Vayssieres et al. (2000) point out several advantages develop methods for using CART to analyze temporal sequences of yield map data. of using CART. First, it is a nonparametric procedure and does not require the specification of a functional form. This eliminates the need to make simplifying as-MATERIALS AND METHODS sumptions about the data and to test for model good-
The study was performed from 1998 through 2001 in two ness-of-fit. CART does automatic stepwise variable serice fields approximately 2 km apart, one of 38 ha (denoted lection. As in the case of stepwise regression, this does to outliers, which are generally separated into their own and short-grain cultivar Koshihikari were grown and managed nodes where they no longer affect the rest of the tree.
by the cooperator in Fields 1 and 2, respectively, using stan- Cook and Goldman (1984) point out two disadvantages dard practices for the area (Hill et al., 1992) . of using recursive partitioning methods such as CART. One is that since CART only represents a continuous Yield Data factor by a series of distinct subranges, parametric methRice was harvested during the years 1998 through 2001 in ods are better at capturing an algebraic relationship both fields using a combine equipped with a John Deere Green between the response variable and a continuous factor.
Star yield-mapping system with real-time differential global As a result, the decision tree may obscure linear and positioning system (DGPS). Yield map data files (yield, grain simple curvilinear structures of the data. A second dismoisture, longitude, and latitude) were collected and imported advantage is that, because of the dichotomous nature into the ArcGIS (ESRI, Redlands, CA) geographic information system (GIS) for analysis. A detailed description of the of trees, later splits are based on fewer cases than the yield map data analysis is provided by Roel and Plant (2004 
Soil Data
were obtained using the formula NDVI ϭ (IR -R)/(IR ϩ R) (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994) . The NDVI value at each soil Thirty-six and 58 soil samples were collected from Fields sample location was estimated as the mean of the nine pixel 1 and 2, respectively, representing approximately one sample values including and immediately adjacent to the pixel conper hectare. Figure 1 shows the locations in both fields where taining that location. soil samples were collected. Soil penetrometer data for both fields were collected in June 2000. Other data were collected
Data Analysis
in May 1999 in Field 1 and March 2000 in Field 2. Locations of sample points were determined using a Trimble Ag 132
Correlation analysis was performed using SAS version 8.3 backpack DGPS receiver (Trimble Navigation, Sunnyvale, (SAS Inst., Cary, NC). CART analyses were performed using CA). At each sample point, eight soil cores (0-30 cm depth) CART for Windows version 5.0 (Salford Systems Inc., San were extracted before planting from a circular region of about Diego, CA). Cluster analysis was performed using PROC 3-m radius (approx. 25-m 2 area) such that two cores lay in FASTCLUS of SAS version 8.3 (SAS Systems, Cary, NC). each of the four quadrants. Sand, silt, and clay content (%) This procedure implements k-means cluster analysis (Jain and were measured. Soil pH, organic matter (OM, %), P (Bray) Dubes, 1984) , an iterative procedure. In this algorithm, k points (mg kg Ϫ1 ), K (mg kg Ϫ1 ), and Zn (mg kg Ϫ1 ) were determined in the data space are initially selected as cluster seeds. Clusters using standard methods of the University of California Diviare formed by assigning all other points in the data space to sion of Agriculture and Natural Resources Analytical Laborathe nearest seed. The means of each cluster are then selected tory (Div. of Agric. and Nat. Resour., 2004) . Topsoil depth as the new set of k seeds, and the iterative process is repeated. (cm) and soil penetration resistance (SP, MPa) were measured
In theory, the process may be iterated to convergence. Howusing a Spectrum SC-900 instantaneous core penetrometer ever, the implementation in PROC FASTCLUS avoids the (Spectrum Technologies, Plainfield, IL) at the same locations need for a large number of iterations through its algorithm where soil samples were extracted. This sensor provides soil for selecting the initial seeds. In this algorithm, the first point depth readings in 2.5-cm increments as a load cell measures the in the data set with all components specified is selected as the penetration resistance. Field 1 was re-leveled by a commercial first seed, and other seeds are selected based on their distance laser-leveling firm during the winter between the 1998 and from this point. 1999 seasons. The cut and fill map developed in the laserOur goal in using cluster analysis was to develop clusters leveling process was used to determine elevation in the field that could be used to identify factors underlying observed before leveling (m). Soil sampling in Field 1 took place after yield variability. A necessary condition to achieve this goal is the laser-leveling operation.
that the clusters distinguish values of the yield-determining factors as well as the values of yield themselves. That is, the
Aerial Image Data
clusters must be "physically meaningful." One criterion that has been used previously to test for this property is that the A major infestation of herbicide-resistant early watergrass clusters be spatially structured, under the assumption that [Echinochloa crus-galli (L.) Beauv.] occurred in Field 1 in physical properties of the field are spatially structured (Plant 2001. Because the weed population senesced before the rice, et al., 1999; Roel and Plant, 2004) . Another possibly more the spatial distribution of the infestation was well captured powerful indicator of physical meaning is that the cluster patby infrared aerial images. Therefore, late-season aerial image data from each field were included in the analysis. False-color tern be attained starting from different sets of initial cluster seeds. Since PROC FASTCLUS bases its choice of initial We observed that the result of this re-randomization procedure was that some of the cluster patterns could be aggregated seeds on the order in which the data are entered, we tested for this property by running the procedure from randomly by visual examination of the spatial distribution and cluster means into sets of similar arrangements and that some of the reordered data sets without iterating to convergence. For values of k from 2 through 5, data from Field 1 were processed cluster patterns were unique. To clarify the discussion, we will define the terms we use to describe the cluster analysis, making in this manner 10 times. The procedure was repeated five times for values of k from 5 through 9 with data from Field reference to Fig A cluster set is an arrangement of similar cluster indicated that five tests were sufficient to observe consistency. We did not iterate to convergence to provide the most severe patterns that is attained from more than one initial reordering of the data. For example, Field 1 has two sets with k ϭ 2, possible test of cluster stability. three sets with k ϭ 3, and so forth. The cluster sets are denoted has two members. Therefore, in this case k ϭ 6, p ϭ 292, and n ϭ 2. Let an indicator ␤ i , i ϭ 1, …, p, be defined for numerically as k-i, where i indexes the sets. For example, the two sets in Field 1 with k ϭ 2 are denoted Sets 2-1 and 2-2.
each cell i by The members of a cluster set may be similar but not identi-␤ i ϭ cal. To test the cluster sets for internal consistency, we defined an appropriate statistic as follows. Suppose that there are a Ά 1 if in all members cell i belongs to the same cluster 0 if at least one member cell i belongs to a different cluster. total of p cells and that the set has n members (i.e., n of the random reorderings of initial seeds result in a member of this set). For example, there are a total of 292 cells in Field 1, and Then the measure of consistency ␥ of the cluster set is defined by for k ϭ 6, the unique set ( Fig. 2 ) with more than one member ␥ were computed for each cluster set. We tested the cluster sets for spatial autocorrelation as an indication of spatial pattern by computing the Moran's I statistic (Cliff and Ord, 1981) for
each set. Strictly speaking, since the cluster numbers are nominal-scale data, a multicolor join-count statistic would be more appropriate (Cliff and Ord, 1981) . However, Moran's I is much The motivation for this definition of ␥ is similar to that for easier to compute and also provides a good indication of the Cohen's (Cohen, 1960) . The quantity p/n k is the expected level of spatial autocorrelation in this situation. Computations number of cells that all belong to the same cluster by chance.
were performed using macros written in Microsoft Excel If all of the members of the set are identical, then ␥ has the (these are available from the corresponding author upon value 1, and if each cell of each member of the set is randomly request). Besides consistency from several initial cluster seeds and assigned one of the k possible values, then ␥ ϭ 0. Values of spatial pattern, a third indication of whether the clusters are from the original two-cluster partition and some other factor, say, OM, within one of the two original clusters. It is only physically meaningful is whether they are hierarchically arranged. In this case, the situation is a bit more subtle, however.
in the latter case that one would expect the clusters to be hierarchically arranged. Therefore, we did not test statistically Consider the case of an increase in the number of clusters from k to k ϩ 1, and without loss of generality, suppose k ϭ 2 for the presence or absence of a hierarchical arrangement. Rather, we visually inspected for such arrangements and used so that we go from two to three possible values. Suppose that there is a single factor, say, soil clay content, underlying the the results of this arrangement in the second phase of the data analysis, which was the use of CART to attempt to determine separation of yield values into the two clusters. When the elements are partitioned into three possible values, the physithe factors underlying the clusters. The explanatory variables for the CART analysis were the cal property underlying yield variability may continue to be the single factor clay content, it may switch to one or two soil, elevation, and aerial image data. The analysis was performed as a two-stage process for each field. The first stage completely new factors, or it may be comprised of clay content Spearman rank correlation coefficients for Field 1 indicate a weak or even negative interannual correlation be-
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
tween and among yield and late-season NDVI (Table 3) , 1981) . There is values of the 4 yr for Field 1 and 3 yr for Field 2, no consistently high correlation between rice yield and respectively. Yield in Field 1 has no visually apparent any soil attribute value in this field. High negative values persistent pattern over years while in Field 2, there are exist between 1999 yield and soil pH (r ϭ Ϫ0.52) and persistent low-and high-yielding areas. Field 2 had been between 2001 yield and elevation before leveling (r ϭ recently leveled and brought into production, and the Ϫ0.50). Soil pH in this field has a highly negative correlation with OM and a strong positive correlation with has a strong negative correlation with OM and a positive the cluster set identified visually for k ϭ 6 was not correlation with clay content. This may reflect high clay statistically significant, but all other sets were highly content in the subsoil exposed by the laser-leveling significant both in consistency and spatial structure process.
( Table 5 ). Some of the cluster sets are themselves quite similar (Fig. 2) . The ␥ statistic is 0.65 between Sets 2-1
Cluster Analysis
and 2-2, 0.79 between Sets 3-1 and 3-2, and 0.59 considering all the members of Sets 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3 aggregated Table 5 shows the breakdown of cluster sets for Field 1.
together. By examining the spatial arrangements of Not all of the permutations of the data produced clusters Fig. 2 and the plots of cluster means of the normalized that could be identified as belonging to a group. For yields (Fig. 5) , hierarchical relationships can be deterexample, of the 10 permutations tested at k ϭ 4, only mined. The cluster means of Set 2-2 are very similar to 8 produced clusters that had a pattern resembling other those of Set 2-1, those of Set 3-2 to Set 3-1, and those clusters. Those clusters that could not be identified as of Sets 4-2 and 4-3 to Set 4-1. Therefore, these are not a member of a cluster set were ignored. Cluster sets in displayed in Fig. 5 . Cluster 2 of Set 2-1, which has a low Field 1 could be identified for values of k less than or equal 6 (Fig. 2) . The spatial autocorrelation statistic of value in 1998 and gradually rises, splits into Clusters 2 and 3 of Set 3-1. Clusters 2 and 3 of Set 3-3 appear to draw their members from both the high and low areas be formed from parts of Clusters 1 and 2 of Set 2-2.
of Set 2-1. The medium yield area of Sets 3-1 and 3-2 The relationship between clusters for k ϭ 3 and k ϭ 4 splits into two to form Sets 4-1 and 4-2. One of these is somewhat ambiguous. Clusters 1 and 3 of Set 5-1 are two again splits to form Set 5-1. All of the cluster sets formed from Cluster 1 of Set 4-1. Clusters 2 and 5 of show a very highly significant level of spatial autocorreSet 6-1 are formed from Cluster 2 of Set 5-1. lation (Table 6 ). The patterns of clustering associated with Field 2 are considerably simpler than those of Field 1 (Fig. 6 and 7 ).
Classification and Regression Tree Analysis
Set 2-1 consists of a consistently low and a consistently
The objective of the CART analysis was to relate high yield area. The clusters in Sets 3-1 and 3-2 consist of consistently high, medium, and low yield areas that explanatory field-level factors to the cluster response values developed in the last section. We followed the provided an accurate and highly precise representation of the location of the weed population because of the philosophy of Henderson and Velleman (1981) in this effort. That is, rather than attempt an objective, straightdifference in dates of senescence between the weed and the crop. forward analysis, we explicitly took into account knowledge gained during our observation of the experiment Best results for the first stage of the CART analysis, the computation of classification trees for the clusters and the preliminary analysis of the data. It is agronomically unlikely that a higher level of K would be associof Fig. 2 , were obtained using k ϭ 4 (i.e., four clusters). Smaller values of k did not provide sufficient levels of ated with decreased yield in this production system. Therefore, we excluded K from the analysis based on the response variable while at k ϭ 5, there were too few values of the explanatory vector in each level of the negative correlation with yield indicated in Tables  1 and 2 , which we took to indicate multicollinearity with the response variable to obtain splits. Based on the similar temporal patterns of cluster means, we combined another variable. Similarly, based on our observation that the low-yielding area in the north-central portion Cluster Sets 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3 into one set for the analysis.
Of the eight clusters of the combined set (Table 5) , of Field 1 in 2001 was due to a large stand of herbicideresistant watergrass, we included the value of 2001 six produced legitimate classification trees. The most extensive was produced by two members (Fig. 8) Table 7) . The sample points lie in the southwest corner relatively high yielding in 1998 and declined thereafter of the field, which received the most fill during the laser-( Fig. 5 and 6 ) while values of NDVI-2001 greater than leveling operation in 1999. The region with low pH, 0.425 and SP less than 0.38 MPa distinguished Cluster which had the highest yield in 1999, is located in the 3, which was low yielding in the first 2 yr and then rose northeast portion of the field and does not correspond to become the highest yielding in the fourth year.
to any of the clusters. Neither the regression tree nor Regression tree analysis of the yield data (Table 7) the classification tree analysis distinguished any factors indicated that low-yielding areas in 1998 included three associated with Clusters 1 or 2. points of low OM and seven points of low elevation.
Classification tree analysis of the cluster data in Field 2 All but two of these 10 points lie inside Cluster 3 of the was not as consistent as it was for Field 1. The trees aggregated sets, and these make up a majority of the with the greatest number of nodes were obtained with points in this cluster. The same condition on elevation k ϭ 3. Trees were consistently able to associate an explanatory variable (which was not the same in each case) with Cluster 3 (Fig. 6 and 7) , the lowest-yielding cluster. Figure 9 shows the classification tree for Cluster Set 3-2, in which SP is the distinguishing variable. Of the five runs, OM Յ 0.05 was identified twice, CL Յ 23.5 twice, and SP Ͼ 0.56 once as the most distinguishing parameter value. This inconsistency may be due to the high level of intercorrelation among these variables, particularly in the area of the field corresponding to Cluster 3. Only six sample points, all located at the geographical boundary of the cluster, satisfied one of these conditions and not all of them. There was no consistent factor distinguishing Clusters 1 and 2. Simiond most important measure is a high level of spatial structure. The third most important measure is evidence larly, LAD regression tree analysis of yield by year was only able to distinguish the lowest-yielding portion of of a spatially consistent relation as k is increased. In this initial test of the method, we did not iterate the field, with a single split in each year (not shown). The splits were CL Յ 22.5 in 1998, CL Յ 23.5 in 1999, the k-means clustering algorithm to convergence. Our and SP Ͼ 0.56 in 2000.
reason for this was to try to use the method to explore the variability and sensitivity of the cluster patterns. The practice of nonlinear optimization, to which the k-means CONCLUSIONS algorithm is related, often employs a geographical termiBeginning with studies such as that of Lark and nology in which the optima are considered as "peaks" Stafford (1997), a number of investigations have been and the process of finding them is considered as "hill conducted on the use of clustering methods to organize climbing" (Press et al., 1986) . Employing this same topoprecision agriculture data (Jaynes et al., 2003; Dober- graphical analogy, we wished to explore the terrain mann et Perez-Quezada et al., 2003) . The around the peak as well as find the peak itself. Further stated objective of these studies has generally been to investigation will be necessary to determine whether develop management zones for crop production, but this is the best approach. there is a second important application for this sort of Classification and regression trees have been widely analysis: the development of statistical methodologies used in many areas to associate explanatory variables capable of using precision agriculture data for scientific with response variables. One of their chief drawbacks research. As the application of these multivariate stais that small changes in the distinguishing parameter of tistical methods becomes perfected and more widely a node relatively low in the tree may have a profound used, it will make possible more precise experiments, effect on the structure of the tree above that node. Our both observational and replicated, in commercial fields.
method of random rearrangement partially compenThis will serve as a useful complement to the more tradisates for this problem by allowing us to view the effects tional small-plot experiments performed under controlled of small changes in the response variable (the cluster conditions. pattern) on the tree structure. This is evident in the Many of the studies in which cluster analysis has been stability of the trees associated with Field 1 under small applied to yield data have used fuzzy clustering. We perturbations compared with a corresponding instability have adopted an alternative approach more akin to the of the trees associated with Field 2. This does not mean, probabilistic methods of Monte Carlo simulation and however, that CART was not useful in identifying the to randomization methods (Manly, 1997) . Our method important underlying factors in Field 2. Indeed, in both uses crisp clusters but carries out a randomization profields, the method seemed to produce meaningful results cess to identify those cluster sets with the highest probabut not to be able to identify factors underlying all of bility of occurrence. These are postulated to be most the clusters. Possible reasons for this are that the clusters likely to correspond to a real physical process. A debate are themselves an artifact, the clusters are real but the has been carried out in the decision support literature factor underlying them was not measured, or there were for two decades concerning the merits of probability not sufficient sample data to enable the CART process theory vs. fuzzy set theory (which is called "possibility to construct a full tree. Indeed, the number of sample theory" in that literature) in dealing with uncertainty points, 36 and 58, is at the lower limit of effectiveness (Cheeseman, 1986) . Probably the best that can be said of CART (Breiman et al., 1984) , which is a disadvantage is that both methods have something to offer, and in of the CART method. the case of clustering yield monitor data, both should These two fields were purposefully selected at the be investigated further.
start of the experiment to represent two ends of a specOur method of analysis consists of two steps: detrum of field behavior (Roel and Plant, 2004) . Prelimitermining the cluster structure based on median polish nary data, together with the cooperating grower's expeyield data and using a multivariate technique (in the case rience, indicated that Field 1 appeared to have no of this paper, CART) to associate explanatory variables particular consistent spatial structure while Field 2 gave with the response variables generated by the cluster a strong preliminary indication of spatial structure due analysis. This is not the only possible approach; Jaynes to its recent transition into production as a rice field. et al. (2003) advocate a three-step process. One of the In their discussion of the "null hypothesis of precision most important issues that must be addressed in the agriculture," Whelan and McBratney (2000) point out first step of our approach is the assessment of the clusthat use of SSM in a field should be contingent on a ters. We argue that the most important assessment meaclear indication that this will bring a substantial ecosure is one that provides an indication of how "physically nomic return. In the case of Field 1, there does not after meaningful" the clusters are. This is because a k-means 4 yr appear to be a consistent pattern of variability that cluster algorithm will generate k clusters, whether or would make this field a good candidate for SSM. In not these correspond to any real physical processes. In the case of Field 2, it is possible that application of a similar way, a hierarchical cluster process will generate ameliorative inputs to a relatively small part of the field, hierarchical clusters, even in the absence of any real corresponding to Cluster 3, may provide an economic hierarchy (Jain and Dubes, 1984) . Our most important return where the application of these same inputs on a measure of "physical meaning" is stability under random permutations of the initial cluster seeds. The secwhole-field basis would not be economically justified.
